"Cloud Computing, the long-held dream of computing as a utility, has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry, making software even more attractive as a service and shaping the way IT hardware is designed and purchased. "
In very simple definition provided by Wikipedia, Cloud computing is Internet-based computing, whereby shared resources, software, and information are provided to computers and other devices on demand, like the electricity grid. The cloud is often characterized by self-service interfaces that let customers acquire resources when needed and as long as they are needed. Cloud is also the concept behind an approach to building IT services that takes advantage of the growing power of servers and virtualization technologies.
Worldwide cloud services revenue is forecast to reach $68.3 billion in 2010, a 16.6 percent increase from 2009 revenue of $58.6 billion, according to Gartner, Inc. The industry is poised for strong growth through 2014, when worldwide cloud services revenue is projected to reach $148.8 billion. Cloud computing, Private Cloud Computing, Cloud/Web Platforms has appeared in the Gartner's Hype Cycle 2010 -on Emerging Technologies section of At the Peak.
A recent study has shown that 66% of the surveyed companies will be considering Cloud Based solutions for the future. Also 63% in Financial Services, 62% in Manufacturing are currently using Cloud based solutions. Majority of the companies surveyed has provided that they now have a streamlined administration, Increased agility/ scalability, Sustainability, better performance, improved security, control of data and last but not the least lower costs.
A cloud is grouped into private or public cloud based on the location of the data center where the services are being virtualized. In general, a public cloud is an environment that exists outside the purview of company firewall, could be a service/technology offered by a third party vendor while private cloud acts behind the firewall for the exclusive benefit of an organization and its customers. In a hybrid cloud environment, external services are leveraged to extend or supplement an internal cloud.
Richard Stone, cloud computing solutions manager at Compuware, said "For companies with revenuegenerating websites, there's a direct correlation between performance and revenue. If a site's not performing, then it's losing money. " He said that enterprises had shifted their attention from security problems in the cloud to performance. "Security was the problem a few years ago but it's now about performance and availability, " We need to analyse before judging the perceptibility of cloud, many of the computing variables are available in market, why then Cloud has niche market hold. Practically, it is unhelpful to make any assessment in binary terms as businesses will naturally want to pick and choose the characteristics that make sense to them. In addition, there is the question of granularity when assessing the characteristics making sense for business. In business and technical terms below are few pointers suggesting the benefits, the limitations and the challenges faced by the Cloud computing. Ironically the benefits or the strengths are also mentioned as weaknesses somewhere but they are relative to the facilities provided by the vendors and the infrastructure in support.
Adequate availability of Services makes organisations suspicious of the Cloud computing. Ironically existing products in the market for cloud computing are quite reliable and have set high standards today. In the "Berkeley View of Cloud Computing" Google Search is effectively the dial tone of the Internet: if people went to Google for search and it wasn't available, they would think the Internet was down. Users expect similar availability from new services, which is hard to do. Table below (Simple Storage Service) and is in beta.
2. GoGrid: Currently in beta, GoGrid is a ServePath company and offers pre-pay monthly plans as well as a pay-as-you-go billing model.
Google:
The Google App Engine is a free preview release with size limitations.
4. Joyent Inc.: Joyent Accelerator is a production service priced by the amount of RAM to which users subscribe. 
Layered Technologies

Performance in Cloud:
The trend towards convergence of computing, storage and networking in order to create a more dynamic and efficient infrastructure makes these different functions richly dependent on each other, forcing a change in management strategy. For example, server virtualization means that a small change made by the systems group could have a major effect on network bandwidth. The increasing demand for bandwidth by networked storage accounts for a significant proportion of overall network bandwidth, again making the network vulnerable to changes made by the storage group. The recent Gmail outage illustrates the complex relationships between the elements needed to maintain services in a converged environment.
According to the IDC Survey respondents gave more weight to their worries about cloud computing: 87 percent cited security concerns, 83.5 percent availability, 83 percent performance and 80 percent cited a lack of interoperability standards. 1. Store rapidly changing business data directly in a distributed data grid rather than on a database server 2. Integrate the distributed data grid with database servers in an overall storage strategy Distributed data grids are used to complement, not replace data servers, which are the authoritative repositories for transactional data and long-term storage. With an e-commerce Web site, for example, a distributed data grid would hold shopping carts to efficiently manage a large workload of online shopping traffic. A back-end database server would meanwhile store completed transactions, inventory and customer records.
3. Analyze grid-based data by using simple analysis codes as well as the MapReduce programming pattern.
After a collection of objects, such as a Web site's shopping carts, has been hosted in a distributed data grid, it is important to be able to scan this data for patterns and trends. Researchers have developed a two-step method called MapReduce for analyzing large volumes of data in parallel. 
List of Tools for performance testing in cloud:
Performance testing, monitoring, tuning of cloud are the key buzzwords nowadays. Performance refers to information regarding your applications response time, throughput and resource utilization levels. Stakeholders are interested in application response time. But when you add a large complex network like cloud network response time, virtualization skew is responsible for the total response time. 
HP LoadRunner
Grinder In The Cloud -A cloud based load testing environment, Open Source based load test approach that uses cloud computing facilities offered by Amazon web services. This leverages the well known Grinder Load Test framework by putting it in the cloud, easy to use with virtually unlimited firepower at a competitive price Xceptance LoadTest -Load testing and regression tool from Xceptance Software Technologies, Inc for web and Java and other app load testing. Includes recording capabilities. XLT Cloud Service available. Tests implemented as JUnit 4 test cases. For web-based tests, the framework provides a (headless) browser that can emulate Internet Explorer or Firefox behavior.
Load-Intelligence(Can Use JMETER in Cloud) -Affordable load-testing "Software as a Service" from CloudIntelligence. Software and unlimited hardware all included. JMeter users can execute their test-scripts in an unlimited, pre-configure, distributed environment. Neither setup nor installations are required. Immediate access to JMeter logs, reports, test script, CSV files and more.
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IntroSpectrum-A hosted performance monitoring system which uses real browsers to provide the most accurate view of web site performance. Hosted in the cloud, so its platform/OS agnostic. Works with any public website or web application.
Techout -Measure and optimize speed and availability of critical online applications. Website monitoring, business transactions monitoring, REST/SOAP Web Services Monitoring, Cloud Monitoring/Amazon Web Service monitoring, more. Also available as an iPhone application.
11.
12.
Checklist for Customers, Obstacles and opportunities:
Obstacle Opportunity Good Performance = Good Business 1. AOL revealed that users that experience the fastest page load times view 50% more pages per visit than users experiencing the slowest page load times 2. Bing found that a 2 second slowdown caused a 4.3% reduction in revenue per user 3. Shopzilla reducing page load times from 7 seconds to 2 seconds, with a corresponding 7-12% increase in revenue and 50% reduction in hardware costs
Conclusion
Cloud performance as measured at the point of application use is the sum of network performance, application performance, and cloud infrastructure performance. The cloud provider can be accountable for the last of these and not the first two, so it's important to understand what both the other factors contribute to overall performance, in this paper focus in the introduction part is majorly on defining cloud, future growth of cloud as per the surveys, why is performance important for cloud. The cost savings offered by cloud-computing services are too compelling to ignore, particularly when a company factors in the reduced headcount that becomes possible with outsourced IT infrastructure. Despite all the benefits of cloud computing, there remain roadblocks; in the next chapter we discussed various potential BENEFITS, LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF CLOUD.
Realizing the potential for the improvement of performance in the near future in the cloud the next section of Performance in Cloud mainly consists of the IDC Survey NIST researches data, various graphs depicting the: Average response time, Availability, Response Time of various Cloud Providers and Significant Performance Differences across Browsers/Devices, how to scale the storage and Analysis of Data Using Distributed Data Grids. The next section is dedicated to the list of various tools available in the market to perform testing in the cloud.
Companies like Google, salesforce.com, and NetSuite have been the real drivers behind the cloudcomputing revolution, providing companies and consumers with cheaper solutions to PC-based applications that they can take anywhere they find an Internet connection. Even Microsoft has been diving headfirst into the niche and Microsoft is the company with the most to lose if costly operating systems and CD-based productivity programs are priced into obsolescence as the Internet becomes the platform of choice. In the end the discussion is on providing the CHECKLIST FOR CUSTOMERS, OBSTACLES AND OPPORTUNITIES as per A Berkeley View of Cloud Computing.
Definitions, Abbreviation and Acronyms
Acronym CapEx Capital Expenditures are expenditures creating future benefits. A capital expenditure is incurred when a business spends money either to buy fixed assets or to add to the value of an existing fixed asset with a useful life that extends beyond the taxable year.
Description EC2 Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud service. CD A Compact Disc is an optical disc used to store digital data.
PC
Personal Computer is any general-purpose computer whose size, capabilities, and original sales price make it useful for individuals, and which is intended to be operated directly by an end user with no intervening computer operator.
API
An application programming interface is an interface implemented by a software program that enables it to interact with other software.
DDOS
A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS attack) is an attempt to make a computer resource unavailable to its intended users.
OS
An operating system is software, consisting of programs and data, that runs on computers and manages the computer hardware and provides common services for efficient execution of various application software.
